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The Ancient Language of Our Kind and the Web of Trusts
The ancient language you are heir to is mathematics.
The letters (and the sounds we translate them into and use to communicate verbally) are just symbols in the same way that numbers are symbols.
Our brains are hard-wired to function mathematically and our bodies are hard-wired to function according to vast networks of mathematical formulas and within set parameters of probability.
The atoms and the molecules they form all follow and derive their order and structure and meaning from mathematical structures interacting first with electromagnetic energy to form templates and then with the awe-inspiring leap into material existence.
If you can grasp Einstein's simple (and somewhat incorrect, but you will get the point) equation--- Energy equals Mass times the Speed of Light Squared--- and stop and think about how much "mass" is represented by your body or a tree, much less a mountain, you will begin to have some idea of how much energy it takes to create and maintain and preserve the planet called Earth.
All that structure and order--- mathematical, electromagnetic, and material -- is created and maintained by one living Spirit, the Ordering Principle, that we call "God" and conceive of as being outside of ourselves, when in fact we live and move and have our being entirely inside of God. There is only one Life and it is "His" Life, which He shares with each one of us, with every tree, every frog, and even every rock. (For the sake of communicating, I adopt the convention of saying "He" and "His", though in fact the Spirit is not bound to any sexual persona.)
This truly miraculous being loves all of His creation, loves each one of us, and pays the price of our existence, is always the same, and yet, also ever changing in the manner of all living beings. There is no aging, only transforming, and the length of His days are beyond all counting or knowing.
In a sense, we are not living our lives, we are living His lives.
So intimate is our bond with our Creator, so constant, so necessary to our existence, that we can't have a thought or feeling that is not instantly shared. And at the end of our lives, when we reap the wages of our mistakes, the only way that we can die is for God to withdraw His Spirit from us in a final act of love.
Imagine being in constant terrible pain and not being able to die?
Imagine loving your creation and out of mercy, having to destroy it?
This part even came as a surprise to Jesus---- "My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?"

If God didn't withdraw His Spirit from us, we could not die.

Getting back to the mathematical language which so many of you have been curious about----

Anu:hotep means literally "House of God" --- in the same way as we might speak of the Lawful House of Smith or the Lawful House of Fisher. It refers to God's Family House, which is, of course, vast and peopled by many kinds and forms of beings. In a prior post I talked about the Eight Covenants expressed in the Bible--- why covenants are valid and contracts are not, by nature.

One of those Covenants is the Adamic Covenant which creates the First Divine Trust. You, by virtue of your physical form and being, are automatically a beneficiary of the Adamic Covenant as described beginning at Genesis 1: 26-28. We are all considered sons and daughters of Adam. You can also freely choose to accept the Covenant of the New Testament, "For lo, I give to you a new covenant..." which is the Second Divine Trust, and by that choice and longing to be with God elevate your status to become sons and daughters of God.

You may be born into God's Family or you may be adopted, but in any event, you may also accept and become a beneficiary of the Second Divine Trust. And then something happened. Pope Boniface had a brainstorm and got greedy and overstepped his role as Trustee, asserting responsibilities no man has and rights to go with them, in the formation of the Unam Sanctum Trust, 1302. This trust seizes upon the Earth and all three jurisdictions of it defined by the trust--- air, land, and sea---as property owned and managed by the Holy See. You don't have to honor this trust. It's not Divine. It's just another mental construct composed by men and for men in an attempt to control and organize things.

And as usual when men try to overreach and act outside their pay grade, things continued to go awry with the Holy Alliance of 1213, in which King John of England attempted to buy back his soul by "granting" (as in granting a trust) his Kingdom to the Pope and agreeing to act as a Vassal Trustee himself. This, too, is a manmade trust that you don't have to honor or be part of---observe the response of the British Barons and People in the Magna Carta two years later, also Henry VIII, Oliver Cromwell, and the entire Protestant History of England, Ireland, Scotland, Cornwall, and Wales.

Because our country started out as colonies pioneered by the British, Spanish, Dutch and French Crowns (all commercial companies) and because British interests continued to gain ground against the others over the course of time, at the end of the day, The Treaty of Paris 1779 created the United States Trust and several years later The Constitution for the united States of America implemented it; this grant from the Holy See through the Spanish King, is a land grant. [Remember that in the Global Estate Trust scheme of things, the British Monarch was granted control of the international jurisdiction of the sea, while the Spanish Monarch was granted control of the land jurisdiction.] Our individual actual nation-states each have a grant of land held in the United States Trust, and everything that exists upon that land, including our bodies, our homes, our businesses, our parks and public resources---all that rightfully belongs to us as heirs and beneficiaries of the United States Trust.

This, too, is a man-made trust. We are not compelled by our Nature to partake in it. We can abandon it and in fact, that is what our enemies are trying to claim--- that we all voluntarily and knowingly abandoned our interest in the United States Trust. But let me suggest that this is your rightful inheritance and land and country, and this is your most powerful role and position, enabling you to direct the Trustees of the Global Estate Trust to act in your behalf and honor your interests, to take back
your legal title from the British Monarch for Breach of Trust, and to return the legal
title from the abdicated Spanish King to your own control, free and clear.
Otherwise, for lack of "known" beneficiaries and claimants, the international Trustees
have no choice but to throw open the doors and hold an estate sale.
The choice is yours.

Things got a bit confused and dodgy thanks to the Civil War and Franklin Delano
Roosevelt's Administration— a Rump Congress acting without authority and a
private corporation's administration that should have been called "Fraud, Inc." ---
managed to do two things: (1) establish the Public Charitable Trust as a welfare trust
for displaced plantation slaves following the Civil War and (2) for FDR's part, trick
everyone into seemingly "voluntarily" pledging all their interests and assets to the
Public Charitable Trust and thereby remove them from the United States Trust.

Well, as we all know now, that is completely fraudulent and bogus and thanks to a
lot of hard work by a great many Americans it isn't hard to prove that we are the
lawful beneficiaries of the United States Trust, we did not knowingly or voluntarily
place our assets in the Public Charitable Trust, and we are in fact victims of Breach of
Trust by the British Monarch, who thereby forfeits his office. We have suffered great
and incalculable damage because of this Breach of Trust, damage that can never be
repaid and thus must be forgiven; but we are not liable for this circumstance and
won't continue to suffer and be misrepresented.

Let this and all other posts to this page serve as Public Notice of our claim to our
natural estates and our land, notice that we reclaim our rightful place among nations
on the sea, and that we sue for the protection of our lives and being in the
jurisdiction of the air from those evil men who have misrepresented us and betrayed
us by fraud and venal self-interest in Breach of Trust.

Let our names be scribed as living men in the Book of the Living and erased from the
Book of the Dead.

Now let's go back to where we started -- the mathematics underlying our lives and
our language.

Anu:hotep means "House of God"
anathoth - emmett means "ana" (mother) combined with "thoth" (male) is true
(emmett) ---- "anathoth"

And here we confront the Magnum Mysterium, the mathematics of God, instead of
the mathematics of Man, for it is universally observed that if you add one plus one,
you get two.

But in the mathematics of God, you add one plus one and get one.

In other words, in the mathematics of God, separation yields unity.

In this little phrase "anathoth" we also confront the Original Sin, the unholy and
destructive union of our mother and a male angel, Satan, to produce a hybrid race of
men and long-term genetic pollution----the "tares" among the "wheat"---- which
subjects us all to Death.
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